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Abstract
We describe a novel Geometric Localized Routing (GLR)
protocol in Disruption (Delay) Tolerant Network (DTN). Although DTNs do not guarantee the connectivity of the network
all the time, geometric location information still could be used
to make routing decisions in a store and forward way. Geometric planar spanners, especially local Delaunay triangulation can also be used in DTN to provide a good routing graph
with constant stretch factor and shorter paths during communication. In this work, we design local distributed solutions
to extract spanning trees from Local Delaunay Triangulation
Graphs in the direction from source to destination. Our protocol resorts to flooding packets along the trees and with high
probability packets are delivered with low delay. Through experimentation, we have shown that the proposed routing protocol achieves higher delivery ratio with lower delay and limited
storage requirement than the benchmark epidemic routing protocol.
Keywords: Routing, Disruption Tolerant Network, Delaunay
triangulation, Spanner, Local algorithm.
Technical areas: Routing in ad hoc networks, Topology construction and maintenance.

1. Introduction
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) consist of autonomous
mobile nodes connected by wireless channels without any preexisting network infrastructure. Typically, some of these mobile devices are part of the network only while they can communicate with the rest of the network. Existing ad hoc routing
protocols usually assume that there is always a connected path
from message source to destination. In situations where network partitions exist, these routing protocols drop the message
if a path could not be found and thus perform insufficiently in
terms of message delivery. Disruption (Delay) Tolerant Networks (DTN) are proposed to address such issues in MANET
where instantaneous source and destination node connections
may not exist.
Geographic routing has been heavily studied in MANET.
Nodes could get their location information either by global positioning system (GPS) or localization algorithm [17]. In geographic routing, a node makes routing decisions according to

its neighboring nodes’ location information. Since contemporaneous source to destination node connection may not exist
in DTN, location inaccuracy and network disruptions have to
be properly dealt with if geographic routing is applied on the
network. And since different DTN networks have different network characteristics, such as different node densities and node
communication ranges, a uniform routing approach is not the
best choice in dealing with different situations.
There are two main categories of DTN routing protocols.
Some [2, 6, 10, 14, 15, 18] are designed for specific purposes or
scenarios and are not suitable for general use. For those routing
protocols aiming at general scenarios, they either assume unlimited bandwidth and storage space in order to achieve desirable delay and delivery ratio attributes, or use limited resources
in the cost of long delivery delay. Neither one could be easily used in DTN applications which require less delay, where
nodes are normally randomly deployed, with limited storage
space and bandwidth availability.
Epidemic routing [21] is a simple solution designed for general purpose use. It relies on carriers of messages coming into
contact with other nodes through node mobility. When two
nodes come into communication range with each other, they
first exchange the information (called summary vector) which
indicates the messages they hold. Messages that the other node
does not have are exchanged following that. This approach can
achieve high delivery ratio. If it is provided with infinite bandwidth and buffer resources, it will deliver all the messages that
can possibly be delivered in the minimum amount of time without prior knowledge about the network. And because of this, it
is considered as a benchmark and “unbeatable” [16].
One apparent drawback of this routing protocol lies in that
the messages are never cleared. To clear the messages which
have already been delivered to the destinations, some kind
of acknowledgement has to be developed. K. Harras and K.
Almeroth in their paper [11] present several approaches to
solve this issue. Active receipt or passive receipt is generated to
clear the already delivered messages. In the active mode, nodes
send active receipts to inform all the nodes they meet that some
messages have already been delivered to the destination. While
in the passive mode, nodes only send receipts when there are
some other nodes trying to send messages to them which are
known to have been delivered already. But no matter what the
situation is, more messages are generated in the network and
how to stop the broadcasting of the receipt messages is another
question.

Various protocols [4, 5, 19, 20] have been proposed to improve the efficiency of epidemic routing in recent years. While
storage and bandwidth requirements are reduced in these protocols, many copies of each message are still transmitted inside
the network which are never cleared.
In this paper, we propose a novel Geometric Localized Routing (GLR) scheme. It uses the localized Delaunay triangulation
technique to construct a spanner. Spanning trees are then extracted from this geometric spanner, and a message is transmitted along these different trees to reduce delay in the network
with intermittent connections. A node turns into store state
when the message could not be delivered because of network
disruption, and the delivery process is restarted after specified
delay. Face routing [3, 7] technique is applied when nodes enter local minimum. In our approach, a message is transmitted in
the direction from source to the destination along different routing paths to reduce delay, and message copies are controlled
with intelligence to reduce resource consumption. By introducing active participation of nodes, the proposed routing protocol
is closer to a practical solution than other existing ones.
We present the formal algorithm and compare it with the
epidemic routing [21] and show that a) it is fast, b) it uses less
storage space, c) it achieves lower delivery delay, and d) the
delivery ratio is higher under limited storage space. Thus, our
framework is more robust than the benchmark DTN paper [16].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elaborates on our proposed solutions. Section 3 talks about the details of experiments and analysis. Section 4 concludes with
possible future work.

the local Delaunay triangulation of both u and v. Let Nk (u) be
the neighborhood of node u.
Let A(N ) be the Delaunay triangulation of network N . In
our construction, a link uv is accepted in the final graph if it is
in both A(Nk (u)) and A(Nk (w)), ∀w ∈ N1 (u), u ∈ Nk (w)
and v ∈ Nk (w). We do this to obtain a planar graph directly,
avoiding the extra time incurred by the planar process as shown
in [13].
The k-Local Delaunay Triangulation Graph (k-LDTG)
could be obtained by using k-local algorithm of Delaunay triangulation construction. For simplicity, LDTG is used in the
paper to represent k-LDTG. The LDTG povides a good routing graph because it is a planar spanner which could be used for
face routing when nodes enter local minimum. In [8], Gao et al.
has proposed Restricted Delaunay Graph (RDG). If one only
considers clusterheads and gateway nodes, 1-LDTG is same as
the RDG.

2 The Proposed GLR Routing Algorithm

ln n+ln s
rn ≥
. The larger the node communication range,
nπ
the more likely the network could be connected. If the network
is dense and it could be connected at some time, single copy is
enough for a fast delivery. Multiple message copies should be
avoided. Otherwise, large number of contentions will lead to
long delay. If it is impossible for a network to be connected,
multiple copies approach should be used.
We generate scenarios with radius 250m and 100m and calculate the connection edges of 50 randomly generated nodes
within area 1000m×1000m. Only the edges less than the radius are kept which represent connectivity. The final results are
shown in Figure 1.
These figures clearly show that when the radius is 250m,
the networks are either connected or only a few nodes are disconnected with other nodes. The possibility that a source node
could send a message directly to a destination node is high.
Even when at the destination node could not be reached directly, with nodes moving, it is very likely that a new path will
emerge. The node that holds the message waits and resends it
when network topology changes with node movement. Single
message copy is likely to reach the destination quickly in most
scenarios. In scenario (b), the possibility of network connection is almost impossible. Compared with scenario (a), more
copies of same message should be sent to increase the delivery probability and decrease delivery latency. The intelligent
decision process is shown in Algorithm 1.
The decision on how many copies of a message need to be
sent in Algorithm 1 above depends on network sparsity and
memory storage at each sensor node in order to increase deliv-

Our proposed solutions use geometric information to construct localized Delaunay triangulation [12]. A store and forward mechanism is added according to the special characteristics of the DTN. Controlled multi copies of same message are
transmitted in the network to reduce delay. The routing protocol adjusts the number of message copies according to the
connectivity characteristic intelligently.
The following goals are kept in mind in designing the proposed solution: low delay, high delivery ratio and limited memory requirement.
Compared with the epidemic routing, GLR achieves better storage utilization. It is faster because contentions are
avoided by allowing only reasonable number of identical message copies in transit. Under limited storage restrictions, the
delivery ratio of GLR is also higher.

2.1

Preliminaries and Notations

Our algorithm is designed to be local (for some small k) because it needs to make decisions that do not affect or affected by
distant nodes. An algorithm is k-local if no message transmitted ever needs to propagate in the network more than k hops.
In [13], Li et al. has proposed a local algorithm. Their construction is based on having each node construct the Delaunay
triangulation of its distance k neighborhood. Essentially, two
nodes u and v are adjacent in their spanner iff the link uv is in

2.2

Delay-Tolerant Store-and-Forward

In GLR routing, flooding is controlled. When a source node
has message for a destination node, it decides the number of
duplicate messages required. The sparser the network is, the
more copies of the same message are transmitted. Any node
can calculate the network connectivity and the node density by
using the number of nodes, the node communication range and
the area of a given region. So the node knows the possibility of
connection. In [9], Georgiou et al. show that for any positive
real number s, the network G(P, rn ) with a set P of n nodes
1
and radius
q rn is connected with probability of at least 1− s , for
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Figure 2: MaxDSTD and MinDSTD trees

(b) radius 100m
Figure 1: Topology of 50 nodes with radius 250m and 100m in
1000m×1000m area.
Algorithm 1 Delay-Tolerant Decision Making
1: procedure D ELAY-T OLERANT D ECISION M AKING
2:
if Network is sparse then
3:
Decide the number of message copies needed
4:
Send multiple copies of same message into network
5:
else
6:
Use single copy
7:
end if
8: end procedure

ery success and avoid contention. Details and further discussions can also be found in Subsections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6.

2.3

Geometric
flooding

Routing

with

Controlled

We construct local Delaunay triangulation graph by using
the k-local algorithm. Before we route the packet in a greedy
manner to the next node closer to the destination, three trees are
extracted from the underlying geometric spanner using methods similar to that are described in [9]. The difference lies in
that the direction of the tree extraction is from source to the
destination. We call these three trees the max distance source
to destination tree (MaxDSTD), the min distance source to destination tree (MinDSTD), and the mid distance source to destination tree (MidDSTD). In MaxDSTD, each node is connected
to a neighbor that makes maximum progress (e.g., closest) to
the destination while in MinDSTD and MidDSTD, each node
is connected to a neighbor that makes minimum and medium
(between maximum and minimum if it is possible) progress to
the destination. By using the extracted trees, a message travels from source to the direction of destination along different
paths. Compared with only one routing path, these trees provide faster delivery in a sparse networks even when there are
disruptions. Unlike MaxDSTD and MinDSTD trees, the MidDSTD tree has more options, i.e., a node may have several mid
distance neighbors which can make progress to the destination
and any one could be selected in the tree. If more than three

identical message copies are needed by a source node’s intelligence decision process, multiple MidDSTD trees are extracted.
Figure 2 is an illustration of extracting MaxDSTD and
MinDSTD trees. When a source node S has message for
destination node T , it decides the number of message copies
first. If multi-copies approach is adopted, multiple trees are
extracted along the path in the direction from source to the
destination. In MaxDSTD tree, a message follows the route
S → a → b → c → d → e → T . While in MinDSTD tree,
the route is S → f → g → h → a → i → b → j → k →
l → m → n → T . These two trees are different and message
follows different routing paths. With nodes moving, more routing paths increase the chance of delivery and reduce delay. Our
geometric routing process is shown in Algorithm 2.
In our algorithm, Messagecount is the number of messages
a node has. A node initiates the geometric routing process if
it has messages in its storage area. The LDTG is constructed
first. Messages are treated differently if their corresponding
destinations are different. If a node finds closer neighbors for
a message, it removes the message from message storage area
and decreases the Messagecount. The source decides the number of identical message copies needed, extracts corresponding
next hop from the LDTG (only MaxDSTD if single copy approach is chosen) and sets flags for the messages. A relay node
only needs to route message following the tree specified by the
message flag.
When a node comes to a state when no action could be taken
for a message, it stores the message and forwards it later. A
timer is used when a node enters into store state. When the
timer expires (the interval is checkinterval), the node checks
neighboring nodes’ locations to see if any change has occurred.
When its relative location with respect to the neighboring nodes
changes and new path emerges in the locally constructed trees,
it will send the stored messages.
2.3.1

Location Diffusion

For the geometric routing to function properly, the destination node’s location accuracy is required in making routing decisions. Although it is assumed in the GLR that source node
knows the destination location information at the beginning, it
is possible that the destination node has moved far away from
its initial location during the process of message delivery, especially in a network with long delays and disruptions.
To address this issue, location information diffusion is ap-

Algorithm 2 Geometric Routing with Controlled Flooding
1: procedure G REEDY G EOMETRIC ROUTING
2:
while M essagecount 6= 0 do
3:
Collect neighboring nodes information
4:
Construct LDTG
5:
for Every Message do
6:
if There are neighbors closer to destination then
7:
M essagecount ← M essagecount − 1
8:
Release message storage space
9:
if Source node then
10:
if Need more copies then
11:
Extract Max(Min,Mid)DSTD neighbors
12:
Message max(min, mid)f lag ← 1
13:
Send message to these neighbors
14:
else
15:
Extract MaxDSTD neighbor
16:
maxf lag ← 1
17:
Send message to MaxDSTD neighbor
18:
end if
19:
else
20:
if Message maxflag == 1 then
21:
Extract MaxDSTD neighbor
22:
Send message to MaxDSTD neighbor
23:
end if
24:
if Message minflag == 1 then
25:
Extract MinDSTD neighbor
26:
Send message to MinDSTD neighbor
27:
end if
28:
if Message midflag == 1 then
29:
Extract MidDSTD neighbor
30:
Send message to MidDSTD neighbor
31:
end if
32:
end if
33:
end if
34:
end for
35:
W ait(checkinterval)
36:
end while
37: end procedure

plied in the process of message exchange. Two nodes exchange
their location information whenever they come within communication range of each other. The location information is
recorded, together with the time stamp. Each node keeps a table of other nodes’ location information together with their IDs
and time stamps. Message holder adds destination location information in the packet which is used to collect neighboring
nodes’ information. A neighboring node updates the destination location information if the message holder has more recent destination location than its own and notifies the message
holder if it has more recent destination location than that of the
message holder.
For best location accuracy, location tables should be exchanged whenever two nodes meet each other. Since this will
add extra overhead in the routing protocol, it is not used in the
experimentation of GLR considering the above mechanism is
enough for the geometric routing to function properly.
2.3.2 Custody Transfer
In the proposed routing solution, custody transfer is used to
ensure that a message is not be deleted by the sender unless

the corresponding receiver has notified the sender that it has
received the message. Two storage areas are maintained to distinguish between the messages which have not been sent and
the messages which have been sent and waiting to be acknowledged. The Store is the place where messages are waiting to be
sent whereas messages that are just sent are saved in the Cache.
Whenever a node successfully receives a message, it notifies
the sender that the message has been received correctly. This
notification contains information regarding the source node,
destination node, message count (the ith message generated
by the source node) and the extracted tree branch information
(it is needed because messages in different tree branches follow different routing paths). After receiving reply from the
receiver, the sender checks the Cache and deletes the corresponding message from it.
In the case that a message was lost during transfer or reply
was not received properly, after staying in the Cache for specified time, the message is moved from Cache to Store for another round of transfer rescheduling and may or may not choose
the same next hop this time when position, neighboring nodes
and destination location have changed.

3

Experimental Evaluation

In order to evaluate our geometric routing strategy, we perform simulations to compare GLR with epidemic routing. During the experiments, we pay great attention to the key routing
attributes, including message delivery latency, delivery ratio,
and storage usage. Data concerning other routing parameters is
also collected to present facets of the proposed solution. Simulation results show that GLR is faster than epidemic routing,
with higher delivery ratio and better storage utilization.

3.1

Simulation Environment

The GLR is implemented using the NS-2 [1] simulator. This
simulation environment includes full simulation of the IEEE
802.11 physical and MAC layers, which makes the simulation
better reflect the real world. Random waypoint model is chosen
as the motion pattern. For the propagation model, we have chosen Two Ray Ground which considers both the direct path and
a ground reflection path. Nodes collect distance two neighborhood information to construct LDTG in the experiments. The
simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters of the simulations.
Parameter
Number of mobile nodes
Mobility
Transmission range
Data rate
Propagation model
Simulation time
Link layer queue length
Topology size
Pause time
Packet payload size
Antenna model

Value
50
0-20m/s(uniform distribution)
50-250m
1 Mbps
Two Ray Ground
1200/3800(default) seconds
150
1500m ×300m
0 seconds
1000 bytes
OmniAntenna

• Source knows the true destination location,
• Nodes have synchronized clock.
For the simulation results, all points in the figures, as well
as numbers in all the tables are obtained as an average of 10
different runs with 10 different network topologies and movement patterns. The confidence intervals for the numbers are
calculated at 90% confidence level.

3.2

GLR
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Figure 3: Delivery latency comparison (different route check
interval)

one assumes all nodes in the path from source to the destination node know exactly the destination location. The second
and third assume only the source node knows the destination
node location and includes the x and y coordinates of the destination node in the messages. The last situation assumes no
node knows the destination location information well in advance. The simulation results are presented in Table 2.

Store and Forward Mechanism

When delivery route is not available at the time of sending
the message, node will store the message in its storage area,
waiting for a while and trying to see if possible routes appear
later. The node which has messages to send needs the destination node location as well as its neighboring nodes location
information to make routing decision. Neighboring nodes location information is obtained by asking, and waiting for all
the replies coming in. In this process, new messages may be
received, but only could be stored at the end of the message
queue, waiting for their turn to be transmitted. When there are
messages in store, route availability is checked periodically.
The check interval affects the delivery latency also, although
not too much. The more frequently route check is performed,
the more control messages are in transit, but delivery latency is
reduced in general. Figure 3 shows this tradeoff. Simulations
are performed with 1980 messages in 100m scenario.
Our simulation uses 0.9 seconds as the default check interval.

3.3

Delivery latency under different route check interval
25
Average Delivery Latency (seconds)

The GLR is layered on top of Internet MANET Encapsulation Protocol (IMEP). By modifying the IMEP packet header
format in NS-2, each node adds its location information to the
header and exchanges this information with its neighbors in the
process of IMEP Link/Connection Status Sensing. Location information provided by IMEP is used in the location diffusion
process. Since the IMEP layer updates neighbor information
at specified time interval, the location information is not accurate. Because of this, a node also acquires location information
from its neighbors during the routing control message and data
exchange process in the implementation.
Various scenarios are simulated during experimentation.
When comparing with epidemic routing, we use the same number of messages as described in [21]. A subset of 50 nodes
act as sources and destinations, with each of 45 nodes sending
packets to other 44 nodes (1980 messages total). Packets are
generated every second.
We make the following assumptions in the system evaluation:

Location update

In geometric routing, destination node’s location information is important for nodes in the routing path to make routing
decisions. Delivery latency differs greatly when the location
availability is different, especially in the DTNs when destination nodes could move far away from the their original places
when the messages destined for them were generated. Four
different situations are considered in the simulation. The first

Table 2: Message delivery results under location information
availability
Number Destination Delivery Average
of
Location
Rate
Latency
Copy
(seconds)
1 copy All nodes 100%
120.2±
know
8.5
3
Only
100%
149.7±
copies
source
9.6
knows
1 copy Only
100%
156.1±
source
11.2
knows
3
No nodes 99.9%
212.4±
copies
know
16.6

Average Storage
Hops
(number
of messages)
14.9±
38.3±
0.3
1.4
17.3±
43.6±
0.4
1.4
18±
0.3

40.3± 2

23.1±
0.5

50.9±
3.8

Location information is exchanged locally throughout the
network. Whenever two nodes come within communication
range of each other, they exchange their location information.
In the message delivery process, the destination location is updated when the message owner knows more recent destination
location information than its own.
The above results show that three copies approach with
source knows destination location is slower than the one copy
approach with all nodes know destination location. But it performs better than the one copy approach with source knows
destination location. This reflects the fact that the controlled
flooding really reduces latency.

3.4

Delivery latency under different number of messages
100
Average Delivery Latency (seconds)

Although source node knows nothing about the destination
node location in the last situation, relay nodes could adjust the
destination location in the process of delivery (random location
is given at the beginning). Because of unknown destination location, delivery latency of the last approach is the longest and
not all messages are delivered to the destination nodes within
specified time frame (3800 seconds in the simulation) as a result.
The impact of location inaccuracy and solution: In the process of delivery, the destination node could move away from
the original place where it stayed when the message destined
to it was generated. When the message reaches a node that is
closest to a stale destination location which is contained in the
packet header, no neighboring node could be selected as the
next relay because this node is the closest.
To avoid long time delay, a new value is assigned to the destination location so that the node which is closest to the wrong
location could deliver it out to another node to increase the delivery probability.
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Figure 5: Delivery latency comparison (100m radius)

Delivery Latency Comparison

Delivery latency under different radius

In epidemic routing, nodes flood their neighbors with all the
messages they hold. This approach costs significant storage
space. At first, this protocol appears to deliver messages faster
than other approaches, but through simulation we show that
the proposed routing protocol outperforms epidemic routing in
delivery latency when messages in transit increase. Figure 4
shows the delivery latency comparison for radius of 50m.
Delivery latency under different number of messages
180

Average Delivery Latency (seconds)
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Figure 6: Delivery latency comparison (various radius)
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Figure 4: Delivery latency comparison (50m radius)
The increased contention is the reason why epidemic routing
slows down when messages increase.
In 100m radius, the delivery latency of our routing protocol
also outperforms epidemic routing. Figure 5 shows the result.
Under different radius, the delivery latency of our routing
protocol also outperforms epidemic routing in 1980 messages
scenario. Figure 6 shows the result. For the radius 150, 200 and
250 meters scenario, single copy approach is used. The use of
more copies in these situations increases contention severely
and leads to long delay.

Delivery with Custody Transfer

Without custody transfer, messages could be delivered with
high probability but without any guarantee. With custody transfer, a message is discarded only when the sender receives an
acknowledgment from the receiver. Table 3 shows the results
of delivery ratio comparison. The simulation time in this case
is 1200 seconds.
Table 3: Message delivery ratio comparison (50m)
Simulation Scenario (Number of Messages)
Delivery ratio without custody transfer
Delivery ratio with custody transfer

890 messages
84.7%±1%
97.9%±1%

The delivery ratio will be different in different scenarios,
but what appears to be clear is that hardly could all messages
be delivered without custody transfer because of contention or
node movement.

3.6

Delivery Ratio Comparison

The proposed DTN routing protocol achieves 100% delivery
ratio, same as its epidemic counterpart when storage is unlimited. When storage drops below 200 messages/node in the case
of 1980 messages in transit scenario, the delivery ratio of epidemic routing begins to drop, while the proposed approach still
maintains 100% delivery ratio even when the storage drops to
100 messages/node.
Figure 7 gives the simulation results of the delivery ratio
comparison between the proposed solution and epidemic routing.

Table 4: Storage requirement (number of messages), different
message numbers (50m, 3copies)
Number
of messages
max
peak
storage
average
peak
storage

600

890

1180

1980

39±
4.67

43.9±
3.38

49.1±
2.97

59.9±
7.17

69±
5.82

21.31±
0.59

25.77±
1.05

30.2±
1.23

37.28±
2.82

43.64±
1.42

Table 5: Storage requirement (number of messages), different
radius (1980 messages, 3 copies for 50m/100m and 1 copy for
150m/200m/250m)

Delivery ratio at different storage size

1

Simulation
Scenario
max
peak
storage
average
peak
storage

0.8
Delivery Ratio

400

0.6

0.4

250m

200m

150m

100m

50m

6.9±
4.29

14.3±
4.81

24.3±
4.54

48.4±
6.52

69±
5.82

1.76±
0.72

3.28±
1.06

8.36±
0.95

25.82±
1.37

43.64±
1.42
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Figure 7: Delivery ratio comparison (50m radius)
In the epidemic routing, messages will never be dropped
when nodes are assumed to have unlimited buffer space. The
reason for keeping all messages is that nodes do not know
whether a message has been delivered to the destination. When
storage is limited and the storage space is fully occupied, old
messages are dropped when new messages come in. FIFO
queue and cache are used to handle messages. In the proposed
solution, a message is deleted from the storage when it has been
delivered to the next hop node and acknowledgment is received
from that node. When storage space is not enough, message in
the Cache is dropped first. Because flooding is controlled in the
proposed solution, less storage space is needed in total. Under
limited storage situation, less messages are dropped in our solution compared with the epidemic routing, as shown in Figure
7.

3.7

protocol saves considerable storage space compared with its
epidemic counterpart.

3.8

In the proposed routing protocol GLR, every node which has
messages in its storage checks regularly to see if there are other
nodes closer to the destination. In the epidemic routing, nodes
exchange messages only when they come within the communication range of each other, and no message is exchanged even
if relative positions have changed. As a result, a message in
the case of geometric routing protocol travels along more hops
than that in the case of epidemic routing. Table 6 shows the
simulation results.
Table 6: Hop counts (1980 messages, for geometric routing, 3
copies for 50m/100m and 1 copy for 150m/200m/250m)
Simulation
Scenario
GLR
routing
Epidemic
routing

Storage Requirements

Storage space is required in the process of message delivery
when a node is busy or delivery path to the destination is not
available. When the number of messages in transit increases,
the storage required also increases. It is also true that the longer
the radius, the smaller is the storage requirement. This could
be verified in the Tables 4 and 5.
Since the amount of storage space required in epidemic routing is same as the number of messages in transit, our routing

Hop Count Comparison

4

250m

200m

150m

100m

50m

3.4±
0.04
3.19±
0.14

4.1±
0.05
3.64±
0.07

5.23±
0.13
4.58±
0.07

8.75±
0.13
4.92±
0.06

17.32±
0.4
3.92±
0.05

Conclusions

We have proposed a novel routing mechanism, called GLR,
that uses local neighborhood location information to construct
localized planar spanners. Source nodes control message flooding with intelligence. Geographic routing is then used to de-

liver message in a greedy manner to the node closer to the
destination. Spanning trees are used to achieve better delay
tolerance. We use store and forward technique to deliver message upon partition. Complementary techniques are employed
to improve location accuracy and ensure message delivery in
every step. When nodes enter local minimum, the underlying
planar spanner provides better routing graph for face routing.
Simulation results show that GLR outperforms epidemic routing in randomly generated networks with respect to delivery
delay, storage utilization and delivery ratio under limited storage space.
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